Testimony of Senator Shelly Hettleman
SB 691 Real Property - Landlord and Tenant -Reusable Tenant Screening Reports
This bill would allow a prospective tenant to provide a reusable tenant screening
report to a landlord for the purpose of vetting their housing application. The goal of
the legislation is to increase the accuracy of tenant screening reports and to save
tenants money. I would draw a comparison to allowing students to use the Common
Application when applying for college - using a document that gathers the same data
and information, but doesn’t burden the applicant with redundant filing and fees.
Under this bill, landlords have the option to accept a reusable tenant screening report,
but would not be required to do so. Landlords would have to publicly state if they accept
a reusable tenant screening report on their website.
This bill is modeled after a law in Washington that has been in effect since 2016.
There are hundreds of landlords and apartment complexes in Washington that have
opted to accept reusable tenant screening reports, including several companies that
also operate in Maryland.
Automated Screening Reports are Commonplace
Nine out of ten landlords rely on tenant screening reports to make decisions about
who to rent to.1 These reports typically contain information about an applicant’s
personal and financial characteristics, including: their credit history, arrests and
criminal convictions, evictions, and employment.
Many of these reports are generated automatically, within seconds, by computer
algorithms and are never reviewed by a human being before they are provided to the
landlord.
Furthermore, many reports do not include the applicant’s detailed housing and
criminal records, and instead only provide a thumbs up or down risk assessment. This
means that inaccurate and mismatched information is not caught on a screening report
prior to the rejection of the applicant.

Under federal and state law, the onus is on the consumer to ensure that the
information on their consumer report is accurate. However, consumers do not have a
way to check consumer reports in advance of their use to ensure their accuracy.
Errors in consumer reports are shockingly common. The Federal Trade Commission
found that one in four consumers have a “potentially material error” in their consumer
report that makes them look riskier than they actually are.2
Given the current eviction crisis, many Marylanders will be seeking to rent new housing
and may face an even harder time securing housing because of inaccuracies on their
consumer report.
Reusable Tenant Screening Reports
A reusable tenant screening report is prepared by a consumer reporting agency and
contains the same information as a consumer report directly procured by a landlord.
The report contains employment verification, eviction and housing history, and a
comprehensive search of the applicant’s criminal history.
Unlike a traditional consumer report, a reusable tenant screening report is paid for
directly by the prospective tenant and is offered free of charge to prospective landlords.
A tenant can reuse the screening report for an unlimited number of times within a 30
day period. An example of a company that provides reusable tenant screening reports is
MyScreeningReport.com.
Benefits of Reusable Tenant Screening Reports
In Maryland, landlords are currently able to charge a prospective tenant up to $25 as
an application fee to cover the cost of obtaining a consumer report to screen the
applicant.5 In many competitive housing markets, prospective tenants need to apply
for multiple apartments before finding housing. This can be an expensive process for
the applicant, as they must pay the cost of the tenant screening fee for each
application. With a reusable tenant screening report, the tenant only needs to pay the
fee once, thereby saving them money.
Reusable tenant screening reports also have the potential to be more accurate.
Screening reports often contain inaccurate information about an applicant, leading to
some applicants being unjustly rejected for housing.6 Such inaccuracies can arise when
information is included about other people who have a similar name as the applicant.
Reusable tenant screenings are thorough, secure, and common sense tools that reduce
the financial burden associated with multiple application fees while meeting the
demand for a comprehensive tenant screening resource. For these reasons I urge a
favorable report for SB 691.
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report, the applicant is able to review and correct the report for errors before it is
sent to the landlord.

